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NORDIC CITY STORIES
Urban communities around the world are facing great challenges in form of climate change, lack of trust in democratic institutions, increasing
inequality and health differences. Many actors need to cooperate to adress these complex issues. And to succeed, we need to work together
- not just to formulate solutions - but also defining the problems.
For 3 years, the member cities of Nordic City Network have focused on seeing, understanding and changing their communities to make them
more inclusive, resilient and innovative. Through theses, tests and evaluation, the cities have produced new ideas and methods for urban
development.
In practice, it is about co-creation, that committed citizens, idea-driven sector, business, municipality and politics come together to formulate
challenges and solutions for the Nordic cities of the future. The processes have been documented and become a story about each city.
Together, the stories of the 15 member cities become a larger narrative about the Nordic region: Nordic City Stories. The futures the Nordic
cities are looking at, and how to get there.
The Vision of the Nordic Council of Ministers is that the Nordic region will become the most sustainable and integrated region in the world by
2030. Based on our local contexts, we can contribute with solutions to global challenges. With the Nordic City Stories conference, we want to
share experience and knowledge from our Nordic Region and contribute to the vision by working together on solutions for the future.
November 24th researchers, NGOs, activists and practitioners, came together to explore how we get people to discover and understand their
city in order to ultimately recreate it. A sustainable city for and by the people who live there.
Thank you for participating!

Count down x 3

Leading up to

Leading up to the Nordic City Stories conference we sent some short reflections
signed Louise Vogel Kielgast to spark interest and curiosity on the theme. Louise
Vogel Kielgast is an associate with Gehl Architects in Copenhagen and member of
Nordic City Network's Advisory Board.
#1 WHAT IS NORDIC CITY STORIES

In 2018 Nordic City Network launched the
initiative Nordic City Lab focusing on
exploring and testing new ways of
working, with a strong emphasis on
collaboration and co-creation. With the
overall aim to support sustainable,
innovative and competitive cities across
the Nordic region, collaboration and cocreation has been identified as a key
parameter to succeed.
Read the full text here

#2 THE ART OF STORYTELLING IN
CITY MAKING

When we tell stories, we engage with each
other. Stories are created to evoke
feelings and opinions and have the power
to be immersive and invite people to take
part. Storytelling forges connections
among people, and between people and
ideas. Stories are used by leaders to
influence and inspire.
Read the full text here

the conference!

#3 CO-CREATION FOR THE FUTURE

Engagement is by no means a new thing
in the development and planning of cities.
In the past decades, the question of how
best to do engagement processes has
been high up on the agenda in many
urban debates. It is increasingly written
into policies and strategies as a
requirement. While we see many different
attempts at rethinking these processes of
engagement and innovating around tools
and methods for dialogue, it is also a topic
of recurrent frustration. It’s difficult, it’s
messy, it’s time consuming; and what
does it really matter?
Read the full text here

Local Stories

– see the local stories from the member cities of Nordic City Network

Click on the
links to see the
local stories!

• Aalborg: Budolfi Plads (eng)
• Esbjerg: Metropolitan qualities (eng)
• Eskilstuna: Stadens DNA (sv)
• Fredericia: Byens pladser og förbindelserne mellem
dem (dk)
• Hörsholm: Sustainable urban development (eng)
• Lund: Kunskapsstråket (sv)
• Malmö: Samskapande stadsutveckling (sv)
• Norrköping: Samskapande stadsutveckling (sv)
• Tórshavn: Karlamagnusarbreyt in Torshavn (eng)
• Trondheim: Böker och Bylab (no)
• Trondheim: Paviljong til alle på Elgeseter park! (no)
• Umeå: stadsdelsdialogen och social hållbarhet (sv)
• Västerås: The vision for Finnslätten (eng)
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See the conference again: https://vimeo.com/480326959/786823e353

See the film: https://youtu.be/CajPPoU-1QQ

Reflections on Co-creation

Reflections on the project
Nordic City Stories 2018-2020

Co-creation and Participation
for the Future
Louise Kielgast reflected on the different stories about cocreation and
participation presented by the member cities. The examples from the
network show different approaches to participation and new ways of
collaboration with inhabitants and stakeholders. The role of the
planner and the relation between politicians, inhabitants and
developers has been one of the core issues in the labs held by the
network. One conclusion from Louise was the need to acknowledge
conflicts and realize that involvement must deal with multiple truths.

Louise Vogel Kielgast, associate Gehl
Find the presentation here.

Co-creation and Participation for the Future

A common responsibility
- Problems too big to solve alone

A common understanding

Moving forward…

1 Time

- Shifting power relations

2 Empathy

- Do we have the insights needed?

- When to engage? And for how long?

- Motivations & needs of stakeholders

3 The power of Storytelling

- Information & interest as a first step

4 Participation doesn’t mean less
professionalism

- The role of strategic leadership in planning

5 Organisation

- Need for both formal and informal structures

6 Participation and co-creation does not
need to start from the municipality
- The municipality 3.0

Louise Vogel Kielgast, associate Gehl
Find the presentation here.

- What to build on in a Nordic context?
- How to move beyond the small & place
focused?
- Ask the really big questions!
- And take risks!

Participants reflections on co-creation
Who do you often collaborate with in
co-creative processes?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Private developers
Property owners
Entrepreneurs
Landowners
Designers
Architects
Interdisciplinary fields
Young people
Engaged citizens
Inhabitants

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

My friends. My network.
Neighbors
Community organizations
Trusts
Sport clubs
Minority ethnic groups
NGOs
Politicians
Organizations/ authorities
Different city departments
The municipalities

Who would you like to collaborate with?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Local companies
Data scientist
Teachers
New views from psychologists
People that are not yet born
A more diverse population
Engaged citizens
A representative group of citizens
Children
People with disabilities
Young people
Politicians
Municipalities
Other departments within the municipality

Participants reflections on co-creation
Why do we need new ways of workning together?

What kind of problem can be solved with co-creation?

• New Challenges require new solutions

• Almost any kind. Thers’s more problems that can’t be solved without it.

• Challenges are increasingly complex and the population in cities are
increasingly complex. A top down approach to planning becomes less
feasible in these conditions. A diverse coalition of actors is needed to
meet this challenges.
• To understand each other. To learn. To learn to respect one another
and the environment. To able more people to take part in the
processes. To learn to listen and learn from another. To learn, to share
and develop.
• If we collaborate we achieve more
• There are so many divisive narratives in the mainstream today. We
need ways to rediscover our shared stake in the city and future.
• To get new people to take part
• Possibility for everyone to take part

Key notes on democracy, dialogue &
participation in urban planning &
development in the Nordics

A Planners’ (re)Public
Nazem Tahvilzadeh made a critical analysis of the concept of
participation with his own research as a starting point. He
pointed out that participation is generally considered
something good per se, but he also showed how it involves
many inherent conflicts that must be considered by planners
and politicians.

Nazem Tahvilzadeh, PhD, Public Administration, KTH
Find the presentation here.

A Planners’ (re)Public

Participation
= the planners’ public?
Assumption: the revitalization of democracy depends
on the devoution of power to plural actors in order to
advance the ”publics interests” as opposed to private
interests.
+ Outreach efforts keep citizens informed - Have
planning ever been this transparent? High values for
civic learning and potential democratic development.
- Lack of popular control and non-deliberative
processes give public administration power over
citizens’ preferences and the definition of what the
”Publics interest” is or is not.
- The planners construct a peoples’ voice (a public)
and represent this tactically in the planning process.

- How the planners (re)public advances ”the publics
interests” depends on situation. No given nor general
democratic values in these processes.

Nazem Tahvilzadeh, PhD, Public Administration, KTH
Find the presentation here. Find out more about the project "The impact of participation"

Deliberative democracy
– participatory method that combines scale and ownership?

Zakia Elvang (We do democracy, Copenhagen) talked about
testing new models for a participatory culture from an
awareness that inhabitants participating often are not
representative. Zakia presented a successful process based
on invitation to a selection of inhabitants that matched the
profile of people in Copenhagen.

Zakia Elvang, Partner & Democracy Advisor, We do democracy
Find the presentation here.

Deliberative democracy

Example:
Demokratigarage

Meeting space and garage for
democracy innovation in
Copenhagen. Working for
more and better democracy –
driven by participation.
Working on the basis of the
fundamental freedoms and
human rights as described in
the European Convention on
Human Rights. The
association acts at both local,
national and international
levels.

Zakia Elvang, We do democracy
Find the presentation here.

We:
• Develop and support new formats of
participation that invite more voices to be
heard in society’s decision making and
choice of solutions
• Develop democratic communities,
capacity and democratic competences
• Create opportunities for joint efforts,
projects and meeting places for the
actors of democracy across socially
engaged companies, entrepreneurs,
associations, activists and public actors
• Share knowledge and methods for
innovation of democracy

The National Urban Strategy
– vehicle for democracy, dialogue & participation?

Emma Terämä introduced the Finnish National Urban
Strategy as a vehicle for democracy, dialogue and
participation. She talked about how state and cities in Finland
work together, using cities as communities for practice, and
also encompassing the citizens. Emma emphasized the need
of building trust between different actors to achieve a shared
understanding and thus to safeguard a joint vision and a
common direction.

Emma Terämä, Ministry of Finance, Finland
Find the presentation here.

The National Urban Strategy

Partnership means…
• Equal standing and trust
• Joint discussion and development
• Common direction and impact towards
which resources are committed
• Building and maintaining a joint vision
• Added value for both parties

Starting point
•
•
•
•
•
•

In the run-up to the strategy we considered e.g.
The New Urban Agenda (Habitat III)
Urbanisation as a megatrend and in Finland
Covid-19 and cities at a turning point
Cities as communities (of practice): governance, citizens,
businesses, other actors
Urban policy needs

Emma Terämä, Ministry of Finance, Finland
Find the presentation here.

Session on democracy, dialogue and
participation
Marie Karlberg (Nordic Council of Ministers) talked about how
NCM works with participation and inclusiveness, from the
political level and committees of senior officials to
implementation through working groups. The goal is to
implement the NCM Vision for 2030 – in short: a green,
competitive and socially sustainable Nordic Region.

Marie Karlberg, Nordic Council of Ministers
Find the presentation here.

The National Urban Strategy

Democracy, Dialogue, Participation & Inclusiveness
– how does it work?
There are different levels within the NCM (from setting the political direction to
implementation) which forms a feedback loop;
1. the political level – the Ministerial Council(s) (MC)
2. which is serviced by the Nordic Committee(s) of Senior Officials
3. implementing actions are carried out by a working group(s)
4. In addition to (3) several MCs use Nordic Institutions for instance
Nordregio, Nordic Innovation as an implementing partner

The Nordic Co-operation
•
•
•
•
•

One of the oldest and most comprehensive regional collaborations in the world
After WW2, small countries needed to work together
Nordic Council (1952) –
Inter-parliamentary forum
Nordic Council of Ministers (1971) – Inter-governmental body
Nordic Culture Fund set up in 1967

Marie Karlberg, Nordic Council of Ministers
Find the presentation here.

Participants reflections
Key notes

Co-creation and Participation for the Future
Philip Tanimura: ”A larger underlying challenge is that there is increasing disagreement about what the common goals or challenges in society ARE, i.e. integration, diversity,
climate change etc. What role do you think participation plays in that democratic challenge? ”
Eva Dalman: “very interesting point you make. What if the stories are hard to share?
Uffe Steiner Jensen : "It is hard work Philip but all stakeholders have to meet and talk. I think political leadership is crucial“
Ny Weisser Øhlenschlæger : “You mention that we need new competencies to cocreate and engage. I agree! What are your thoughts about the competencies of the citizens
and actors of the city. How do we handle or initiate the learning?“
Elisabeth Högdahl: "I am a researcher at Lund university, working in a research project using public history and life stories as a starting point for city development. One
obstacle is the "pipes" in the city organisation. How have you adressed this issue in the network?“
Ann McAfee: "Elisabeth If by 'pipes' you mean how do you get buy in from all city departments we found the answer was to involve staff and managers from all departments
in delivering public engagement processes"

Participants reflections
Key notes

A Planners’ (re)Public
Kevin Murray: "Does the validity and motivation for participation relate to the level of trust in state institutions? Does more community engagement in planning suggest
acceptance of/trust in institutions, or indeed the opposite - a high level of distrust, and desire to do things independently?“
Philip Tanimura: "Do you think participation processes where the involved citizens are not representative of the city/society's demography are actually undemocratic and/or
problematic?“
Uffe Steiner Jensen: "Your conclusions are very interesting Nazem. How should we improve ?“
Kevin Murray: "Thanks Nazem, passion and disagreement are important (though I personally find we also have to help manage that, so community (even family) members
can keep discussing/working together over time.“
Nazem Tahvilzadeh: "Thanks for your comment Kevin! I think a passionate conversation, maybe even conflictual in terms of disagreement, is the fuel of democratic
governance and should be present at every participatory meeting.“
Monica Stoye: "But ... these people have elected politicians to make decisions like this? So your citizens assembly is the new city council? How do you match the assembly and
the council? Who decides? Should we elect our councils in this way in the future to ensure democracy?“
Nazem Tahvilzadeh: "Of course, there should also be preparations and facilitations in order to deal with the disagreements in the room. In our findings, we observe that
most conflicts present in the different preferences presented are just "piled up" on wish-lists and other inventories.“
Nazem Tahvilzadeh: "Deliberative processes can actually deal with difference. So my suggestion for "better" processes are trying to program them to contain more
deliberative qualities. “
Kevin Murray: "Nazem, in our facilitation, we treat this like family therapy. If you can get your 'shit on the table' (perhaps built up over years) you can move on to shape the
future creatively together. Once passionate disagreement is worked through & acknowledged, people can make progress.“
Nazem Tahvilzadeh: "Family therapy :) "

Participants reflections
Key notes

Deliberative democracy
Nazem Tahvilzadeh: "Thanks Zakia! Great presentation and many good analytical points and interesting initiatives. I want to highlight Zakias intiative with the "democratic
garage" - brilliant idea and initiative! I think our scandinavian cities with the extremely poor weather are dependent on a multitude of public spaces where citizens can initiate
their own dialogues. "
Nazem Tahvilzadeh: "One dialogue process that really amazed and inspired me was a participatory process designed by Gothenborg city about 2013-2015 dealing with the
location of congestation charges station in the district of Backa where there were alot of discontent citizens. The design was amazing. Experts initatied it and it gave citizens
several empowered opportunities to suggest new location of the station, which then was investigated by the city experts and changed. The citizens then agreed generally that
the new location was better than the former. "
Louise Kielgast: "A reflection after these first presentations: could we start to unfold and broaden our concept of the 'citizen'? Often people are 'reduced' to being residents
while in fact they have many different roles or personalities - working in the city, being political active etc "
Nazem Tahvilzadeh: "People like Zakia, with know-how, and many others invested more in urban development have then platforms to engage and help the "filtering" of
voice more produced by people themselves. In my reserach I have witnessed the slow death of meeting places in bot large and small cities, especiially in marginalized areas. If
the people and inhabitants have less opportunity structures to organize, then their abilities to collectively organize will lessen. the most qualitative inputs that citizens can give
to the city considering urban development are opinions that have been moulded to more coherent ideas and visions. Often these inputs contributes the most to the political
problem solution process, and when it doesn't, it politicizes planning in revitalizing way for democracy. "
Nazem Tahvilzadeh: "Louise: I use "citizen" to adress all those using urban ammenities and resouces and not only "member of the state". "
Elisabeth Högdahl - "We are talking a lot about the power issues according inclusion of the inhabitants in city development processes. I have also seen a lot of power issues
inside the city organisations in these processes. Hade you adressed that in your research, Nazem?"
Nazem Tahvilzadeh: "Great topic Elisabeth! yes, I regard "participation" as the opening of a political space within and outside of the city organization where ideas, events and
struggles play out in the formation of politics. "
Elisabeth Högdahl: "Nazem. I did a very small study, discussing participation and co-creation with different actors; politicians, planners etc a while a go. I will try to get in
contact with you, would be really interesting to disuss this with you."

Round table discussion on democracy,
dialogue & participation in urban
planning & development in the Nordics

Round table discussion
Moderator: Helle Søholt, founding partner and CEO Gehl
Participants:
• Paul Natorp, cofounder Sager der Samler
• Emil Sandström, urban planner, Umeå municipality
• Peder Baltzer Nielsen, city architect, Aalborg municipality
• Anu Hämäläinen, participation planner, Helsinki Urban Environment
• Lisbeth Iversen, senior advisor, Arendal municipality

The starting point of the talk was different
local examples on concrete solutions with
the goal to achieve inclusion. A few
keywords to take from the discussion
were empathy, trust, down-scaling and upscaling, breaking down barriers and the
need for new skills for experts.

Participants reflections
on round table discussion

Mihai Baicu: "as we can see, even the planning community is not representative of the population. How we can hear the voices of people if we are not including those people
in our field?"
Elisabeth Högdahl: "What kind of collaboration with researchers do you have in your different projects?"
Monica Stoye: "How do you engage future residents (or just ensure their interests)?"
Tomas Persson: "I think beside upscaling, continuity is a challenge"
Kevin Murray: "A comment really... Is there enough scope for innovative, even disruptive thinking within the 'framework' model? How can we best stimulate innovation and
ideas from across communities - across generations?"
Elisabeth Högdahl:"Thanks for the answer. For me as a researcher it is very important to be able to actually take part in development and change, and not only providing with
"information from the outside". Thanks for an interesting day :-)"
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